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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a distributed compressive sensing (CS) model is proposed to recover missing data samples along the
temporal frequency domain for through-the-wall radar imaging (TWRI). Existing CS-based approaches recover
the signal from each antenna independently, without considering the correlations among measurements. The
proposed approach, on the other hand, exploits the structure or correlation in the signals received across the array
aperture by using a hierarchical Bayesian model to learn a shared prior for the joint reconstruction of the high-
resolution radar profiles. A backprojection method is then applied to form the radar image. Experimental results
on real TWRI data show that the proposed approach produces better radar images using fewer measurements
compared to existing CS-based TWRI methods.
Keywords: Through-the-wall radar imaging, delay-and-sum beamforming, compressive sensing, Bayesian com-
pressive sensing, hierarchical Bayesian modeling.
1. INTRODUCTION
Through-the-wall radar imaging is an emerging technology that has attracted considerable research interest due
to its high demand in numerous civilian and military applications. By transceiving an electromagnetic wave at
several locations along an antenna array, TWRI systems provide situational awareness in surveillance operations.
For example, a reliable TWRI surveillance system can be used to locate survivors within collapsed buildings in
search and rescue missions. Although several imaging approaches have been proposed in the literature,1–4 there
are numerous challenges hindering the development of successful TWRI systems. One of the major impairments
of TWRI is that TWRI systems use wideband signals and large aperture arrays for delivering high-resolution
imaging in both range and crossrange. This results in prolonged data collection, large storage and high com-
putation cost since a large number of data samples need to be acquired and processed. Moreover, a successful
TWRI system should be reliable, portable, and cost-effective. New approaches for TWRI are therefore needed
to obtain high-quality images from fewer data samples at a faster speed. To this end, this paper proposes a
new approach for TWRI using Bayesian CS. In particular, a distributed CS model along the antenna locations
is formulated and a joint Bayesian CS framework is employed to simultaneously reconstruct the range profiles.
Once the signals have been recovered, a backprojection method is then adopted for generating the scene image.
The theory of CS enables the reconstruction of sparse or compressible signals from considerably fewer non-
adaptive, linear measurements than what is required by the Nyquist-Shannon theorem.5,6 So far, the application
of CS in TWRI can be divided into two main categories. In the first category, TWR image formation is for-
mulated as an inverse problem and CS is applied to reconstruct the imaged scene directly by using linear
programming or greedy reconstruction algorithms.7–9 In the second category, CS is employed in conjunction
with traditional beamforming methods. In other words, CS is applied to restore a full data volume, and the
conventional image formation methods, such as delay-and-sum (DS) beamforming, is then used to form the image
of the scene.10–12 By exploiting CS, the latter approach enables us to use conventional beamforming methods to
reconstruct high-quality images from reduced data samples. Moreover, adopting a conventional image formation
approach produces images suitable for the target detection and classification tasks, which typically follow the
imaging formation step. Note that a limitation of the traditional beamforming methods is that they require the
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full data volume to form a high-quality image; otherwise, the image quality deteriorates with the reduction in
measurements.11,12
In10 and,11 the missing data samples along the temporal frequency at each antenna location were recovered
by exploiting the sparsity of the received signal. However, the range profile at each antenna location was
reconstructed separately, one at a time, using a compressive measurement set collected at the corresponding
antenna location only. In TWRI sensing operations, because the same scene of interest is often illuminated by
an antenna array placed parallel to the wall from a distance, it is expected that the signals received along the
antenna locations experience some dependencies, and their sparsity supports exhibit a certain degree of similarity.
Thus, the received signals are jointly sparse, and the correlation between signals should be exploited to enhance
the entire reconstruction accuracy.
Inspired by these observations, in this paper, we formulate the range profile reconstructions along the an-
tenna locations as a distributed CS model and aim to reconstruct all the range profiles simultaneously. In the
proposed approach, each range profile reconstruction constitutes an inverse problem, and the simultaneous in-
ference problem is formulated in a hierarchical Bayesian setting wherein solving each of the inverse problems
corresponds to finding the parameters, i.e., the range profile at each antenna location. Our task is to provide a
posterior distribution function for the values of the range vector, given the measurement set. The joint Bayesian
CS formulation aims to share information among the different channels by imposing a common hierarchical prior
over the various inverse problems. Such hierarchical Bayesian modeling can capture the dependencies between
signals without imposing a perfect sparse support between signal coefficient vectors.13,14
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work, including TWRI
using delay-and-sum beamforming technique, and the conventional CS-based approach in TWRI. Section 3 de-
scribes the proposed approach based on joint Bayesian CS framework for TWRI problem. Section 4 presents
experimental results and analysis. Section 5 gives concluding remarks.
2. RELATED WORK
In this section, the conventional DS beamforming technique and the CS-based method for TWRI are briefly
described.
2.1 TWRI using DS Beamforming
Consider a stepped-frequency TWRI system that uses M antenna locations and N narrowband signals to image





σr exp {−j2π fn τm,r} , (1)
where σr is the reflection coefficient of the r-th target, and τm,r is the round-trip traveling time of the signal
from the m-th antenna location to the r-th target location. In the stepped-frequency approach, the frequency
bins fn are uniformly distributed over the entire frequency band.
The target space behind the wall is partitioned into a rectangular grid, with Nx pixels along the crossrange
and Ny pixels along the downrange. Using DS beamforming, a complex image is formed by aggregating the
measurements zm,n.








zm,n exp{j2π fn τm,(x,y)}, (2)
where τm,(x,y) is the focusing delay between the m-th transceiver and the target located at the pixel position
(x, y). Assuming that the distance of the transceivers to the front wall, the wall thickness and relative permittivity
of wall material are known, the focusing delay can be calculated using Snell’s law.1,2 The process described in
(2) is performed for all pixels in the scene to form the radar image.
2.2 TWRI using CS
Here, we are interested in the reconstruction of the full measurement set, followed by DS beamforming to obtain
the image of the scene; therefore, we will not consider the direct CS approach, where the image of the scene is
recovered directly from a set of incomplete measurements. Let um be the discrete range profile and zm be the
received signal at the m-th antenna location. Suppose that the range of interest is partitioned into L equally
spaced range cells. Then, the relationship between the measurements given in (1) and the target location can
be represented by11
zm = Ψum, (3)




σr, if τl = τm,r,
0, otherwise.
(4)
In (4), τl is the two-way signal traveling time between the antenna location and location of the l-th range cell.
Since in indoor imaging the number of targets, or the target area, is very small compared to the whole region of
interest, the range vectors um can be considered to be sparse; therefore CS theory can be applied to reconstruct
the range profiles from compressive measurements.
Let ym be a K-dimensional vector consisting of data samples randomly chosen from zm. The vector ym can
be expressed as
ym = Φ zm, (5)
where Φ is a K ×N(K < N) random selection matrix containing only one non-zero element, which is equal to
1, in each row. From (3), it follows that
ym = ΦΨum = Ψ̃ um, (6)
where Ψ̃ = Φ Ψ is a K × L dictionary matrix. The radar range profiles um can be recovered by solving the








where ǫ is a noise bound.
In conventional CS, two approaches are usually used to recover the range profiles. In the first approach,
the M compressed measurement vectors are concatenated into a single composite measurement vector, which is
then used to recover all the range profiles simultaneously; this approach, however, increases the complexity of
the problem by M -fold. In the second approach, M inverse problems are solved separately to recover M range
profiles.10,11 The conventional CS approach ignores the interdependencies between the signals received across
the array aperture. In the next section, we introduce a joint Bayesian CS approach that exploits the signal
interdependencies to improve the reconstruction accuracy.
3. PROPOSED TWRI APPROACH
In this section, we present the distributed CS model in TWRI, which is formulated based on the joint Bayesian
framework for recovering all the range profiles simultaneously. To reduce data acquisition time, CS data collection
is performed along the spatial domain, see Fig. 1. Let ym denote the compressive measurement sets obtained
by randomly selecting a subset of Km frequencies at the m-th antenna location. Mathematically, this CS data
acquisition process can be represented using a Km×N random selection matrix Φm, which contains zeros, except
one entry in each row with value equal to 1. Thus, the reduced measurement vectors ym can be expressed as

















Figure 1. Data acquisition for TWRI: (a) conventional radar imaging scheme; (b) TWRI based on CS. The vertical
axis represents the antenna location, and the horizontal axis represents the transmitted frequency. The filled rectangles
represent the acquired data samples.
where Dm = Φm Ψ, for m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1. To account for noise in the radar signal, the compressive
measurement vectors ym are modeled as follows:
ym = Dm um + vm, (9)
where vm is a vector of additive white Gaussian noise.
Several joint or simultaneous sparse approximation algorithms have been proposed to exploit the structure
between signals for improving reconstruction accuracy. Popular joint reconstruction methods include simul-
taneous orthogonal matching pursuit,15 multiple-focal underdetermined system solver,16 and convex relaxation
method.17 However, these approaches suffer from two important shortcomings in TWRI applications. First, they
assume that all the signals share a common sparsity support, which does not necessarily hold true in TWRI. In
practical TWRI sensing operations, the signals received at several antenna locations experience different atten-
uation, distortion and multipath effects, causing the signals to have different amplitudes and phases at different
receivers. Thus, sparse representation coefficients under a Fourier-like basis, i.e., the range profiles, do not have
the same sparsity pattern. Figure 2 depicts the range profiles computed using real radar signals received at
several antenna locations. The signals were recorded with a TWR system comprising 57 transceiver locations
and 801 step frequencies, illuminating a scene containing a single target. (see Section 4.1 for more information
on the radar system setup). Even though the significant nonzero coefficients of the range profiles appear in the
vicinity of the target range cell, and thereby resulting in a significant overlap between the support of adjacent
range profiles, assuming the same sparsity support for all range profiles may be too restrictive. Second, most
methods formulate the problem under the assumption that all of the measurement sets are obtained using the
same projection matrix, which in our context corresponds to CS data acquisition using the same frequency bins
at all antenna locations. However, having the same frequency observations is not always possible because some
individual frequencies or frequency subbands are unavailable due to competing wireless services or intentional
interferences.18 Moreover, because the target reflection coefficients are frequency-dependent, selecting different
sets of frequencies for different antennas increases diversity and leads to more information about the target.19
To overcome such shortcomings, we propose a new approach based on the joint Bayesian CS to jointly re-
construct all the range profiles by formulating the simultaneous reconstruction problem within a hierarchical
Bayesian setting. The graphical Bayesian model assumes that the noise components vm are modeled as inde-










































Figure 2. Range profiles computed using full data samples received at several antenna locations in the middle of antenna
array.
The noise model therefore implies that the data likelihood function becomes







A hierarchical prior is defined by first assuming that the range profiles um are to be drawn from a product of

















ba αa−1l exp(−b αl) Γ(a)
−1, (13)
p(β|c, d) = Γ(β|c, d), (14)





tξ−1 e−t dt. (15)
To see why the combination of Gaussian and Gamma priors promotes a sparse representation, we consider
marginalizing over the vector of hyperparameters α. The overall prior on um corresponds to the Student-t
distribution which is known to promote sparsity.13,20 Specifically, with appropriate choice of a and b in (13),
the prior favors most um,l to be zero, i.e., it is a sparseness prior.
The graphical Bayesian representation for TWRI problem is visualized in Fig. 3. In this hierarchical repre-
sentation, the hyperparameters α = {αl}
L−1
l=0 are shared among all the M inverse tasks. This therefore allows
all the compressive measurements {ym}
M−1
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Figure 3. Hierarchical Bayesian model for the joint range profile reconstruction in the TWRI problem.
opportunity to adaptively exploit the dependences between different measurement sets. Note that once the hy-
perparameters α have been estimated, the range profiles um are learned individually. Thus, the commonality
between signals are exploited while the individuality is preserved in this graphical representation. It is important
to note that each element of the shared hyperparameters α is used to guarantee the strength of the corresponding
component of the range profiles um. Specifically, a value αl diverging to infinity implies that the values um,l
are equal to zero due to the zero-mean and zero-variance Gaussian prior at this location, while a finite αl does
not constrain all M range profile values at the l-th location to be nonzero. The hierarchical Bayesian model
therefore captures the diversity of sparsity patterns across the range profiles um.
Applying the Bayes’ rule, from the data likelihood (11) and the hierarchical prior (12), the posterior density





Because both the data likelihood and the prior are Gaussian functions, the posterior distribution for um can be
evaluated analytically, which turns out to be a multivariate Gaussian distribution N (um|µm,Σm) with mean
and covariance given by,13,20
µm = β Σm D
H
m ym, (17)




where A = diag(α0, α1, . . . , αL−1). For a more robust shrinkage and information sharing, the signal prior (12)





−1, α−1l ). (19)
This modification changes the posterior of the range profiles um from a multivariate Gaussian distribution to a
multivariate Student-t distribution, with the following mean and covariance:14







So far, we have obtained an expression for the posterior p(um|ym,α), all we need to do is to find a point
estimate for the shared hyperparameters α. This is achieved by finding the hyperparameters that maximize the














p(ym|um, β)p(um|α, β)p(β, a, b)dumdβ. (23)
Such optimization process is called type-II maximum-likelihood (ML) procedure, which is solved effectively via an
iterative estimation13,20 or a sparse Bayesian approximation.14 Once the point estimates α̂ have been obtained,
the approximate range profiles ûm are given by the mean values of the posterior densities p(um|ym,α). Here,
we emphasize that all the measurements from M antenna locations contribute to the maximization procedure
via the summation over the conditional distributions in (23). Hence, the information sharing across the signals
occurs through this collaboration in the ML estimation of the hyperparameters. Once the point estimates are
constituted using all measurement sets, the posterior for the range profile um is estimated based only on its data
set ym, using mean and variance given in (20).
After all the range profiles um have been obtained, the full data volume z is recovered using (3); finally,
DS beamforming is applied to form the scene image as described in Section 2.1. In the next sections, the
performance of the proposed joint Bayesian compressive sensing (JBCS) approach is evaluated on real TWRI
data. The imaging results are compared with the conventional DS beamforming and CS-based methods.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the proposed approach is evaluated using real TWRI data sets. The experimental setup for radar
signal acquisition along with the imaging results and discussions are presented in the following subsections.
4.1 Experimental Setup
The proposed approach was evaluated on real TWR data collected at the Radar Imaging Laboratory of the Center
for Advanced Communications, Villanova University, USA. The radar system was placed in front of a concrete
wall of thickness 0.143 m, and relative permittivity ǫr = 7.6. The imaged scene is depicted in Fig. 4. It contains
a 0.4 m high and 0.3 m wide dihedral, placed on a turntable made of two 1.2 m x 2.4 m sheets of 0.013 m thick
plywood. A step-frequency signal between 0.7 and 3.1 GHz, with 3 MHz frequency step, was used to illuminate
the scene. The antenna array was placed at a height of 1.22 m above the floor and a standoff distance of 1.016 m
away from the wall. The antenna array was 1.24 m long, with inter-element spacing of 0.022 m. Therefore,
the number of antenna elements and number of frequencies used to image the scene are, respectively, M = 57
and N = 801, and the total number of measurements is M ×N =45,657 samples. The imaged scene, extending
from [0, 4] m in downrange and [−2, 2] m in crossrange, was partitioned into an image of size 65× 65 pixels.
Several algorithms have been proposed to solve single CS inverse problems. In this paper, we adopted an ℓ1
optimization algorithm called basis pursuit denoising (BPDN)21 for solving the sparse approximation problems
(7) in the conventional CS approach because this algorithm produces stable and accurate solutions and is more
robust to noise. The noise bound ǫ was estimated using a cross-validation strategy.22
4.2 Performance Measure
To quantify the performance of the various imaging methods, we use the target-to-clutter ratio (TCR) as a
measure of quality of reconstructed images.4 Let Pr denote the average power of region r in the reconstructed






I2r (x, y), (24)
where Nr is the number of pixels in region r. The TCR is defined as the ratio between the average power of the
target region and the average power of the clutter region (in dBs):












Figure 4. TWRI data acquisition. Left: a photo of the scene; Right: a top-view of the behind-the-wall scene.
The clutter region is the entire reconstructed image, excluding the target region. The target region is a 2 × 6
area selected manually in the vicinity of the target.
4.3 Results and Analysis
For reference purposes, Fig. 5(a) presents the image formed by the standard DS beamforming method using
all the frequency bins (i.e., full data samples). Note that in this paper, all output images are normalized
by the maximum image intensity. The true target position is indicated with a solid white rectangle. Using
the full data samples, the conventional DS beamforming yields a high-quality image with TCR = 54.23 dB.
However, when the number of samples is significantly reduced, the standard DS beamforming method alone
does not yield a high-quality image. Figure 5(b) shows the image formed using measurement sets acquired by
randomly selecting 24 frequency bins at each antenna location (i.e., 3% of the full data samples). Clearly, this
image contains many false targets, and has a TCR = 27.70 dB. Fig. 5(c) shows the image obtained with the
conventional CS approach, using the same data set as in Figure 5(b). This is a dramatically degraded image
with TCR = 30.08 dB. By comparison, the proposed JBCS approach yields an image with a well localized target
and a TCR of 43.38 dB, see Fig. 5(d). Thus, the proposed JBCS approach produces a higher image quality,
compared to conventional DS beamforming and CS methods, using the same number of reduced measurements.
Figure 6 shows the reconstructed range profiles by the conventional CS and the proposed JBCS approaches. The
CS method reconstructs the range profiles where the large values of the range bins spread widely (Fig. 6(a)). In
contrast, the proposed JBCS approach produces the range profiles where the significant range values properly
represent the dihedral target range cells (Fig. 6(b)).
In the next experiment, the performances of the different imaging approaches are evaluated using compressive
measurement sets acquired using 80 frequency bins at each antenna (i.e., 10% of the full data volume). Figure 7(a)
presents the reconstructed image with the conventional CS approach. Although the target is detected, clutter and
background noise are prominent in the formed image (TCR = 42.58 dB). Figure 7(b) shows the reconstructed
image with the proposed JBCS approach. It is evident that this formed image is of significantly higher quality
(TCR = 54.72 dB): the true target is accurately located and the clutter is significantly suppressed. Furthermore,
the quality of the image reconstructed by the proposed JBCS approach, using just 10% of full data samples, is
comparable to that of the image formed with the DS beamforming using full data volume, shown in Fig. 5(a).
The next experiment evaluates the effectiveness of the joint reconstruction of the range profiles with the JBCS
approach. The number of frequency bins used was fixed at 10% and the set of antenna locations was varied from
1 to 57. For each subset of measurements, the experiment was repeated 50 times and the average mean square
error (MSE) between the original and reconstructed range profiles with the conventional CS and the proposed
JBCS approaches were computed. Figure 8 shows the average MSE of the conventional CS and the proposed
JBCS-based approaches, as a function of number of antenna locations. It is evident from the figure that joint
reconstruction using several measurement sets produces range profiles with much higher reconstruction accuracy
than separate reconstruction of the range profiles.
To evaluate the robustness of the proposed approach, several different measurement sets were acquired by


















































































































Figure 5. Images produced by different TWRI approaches (a) DS beamforming using full data samples (TCR = 54.23 dB);
(b) DS beamforming using 3% of full data samples (TCR = 27.70 dB); (c) CS using 3% of full data samples
(TCR = 30.08 dB); (d) proposed JBCS using 3% of full data samples (TCR = 43.38 dB).
times, and the average TCR of the reconstructed images was computed. Figure 9 illustrates average TCR of
images reconstructed using the conventional DS beamforming, the CS and the proposed JBCS-based TWRI
approaches as a function of the ratio between the reduced and the full measurement set. These results indicate
the followings: 1) the proposed JBCS-based TWRI approach outperforms the conventional DS beamforming and
CS-based approaches in terms of TCR. For example, using 20% of the full measurements (i.e., 120 frequency
bins), DS beamforming, the traditional CS and the proposed JBCS yield images with, respectively, TCR of
40.70 dB, 47.12 dB and 55.10 dB. 2) the proposed approach produces TWRI images with slightly higher TCR
(TCR = 57.77 dB), using just 25% frequency bins, compared to the conventional DS beamforming method using






















































Figure 6. Comparison of the radar range profiles: (a) reconstructed by the conventional CS approach using 3% of full

























































Figure 7. Images produced by different TWRI approaches: (a) the conventional CS approach (TCR = 42.58 dB); (b) the
proposed JBCS approach (TCR = 54.72 dB). Here, 10% of the full data volume were used.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new TWRI approach based on Bayesian compressive sensing. A novel distributed
CS model is proposed for TWRI, where the problem is formulated using a hierarchical Bayesian model for joint
reconstruction of the range profiles at different antenna locations. The experimental results using real TWRI
data demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed approach. This is made possible because the
joint Bayesian approach promotes the sparsity of each signal, while exploits the correlation between different
measurement sets for the joint range profile reconstruction. The commonality between signals is exploited while
the individuality is preserved in this graphical Bayesian representation. The new approach produces images
where the targets are accurately located and highlighted and the clutter is significantly suppressed. Therefore,
it would be reasonable to expect that the proposed approach will enhance TWRI target detection, localization
and classification, while allowing a considerable reduction in the number of measurements and data acquisition
time.





















Figure 8. The average MSE of range profiles reconstructed by the conventional CS and the proposed JBCS approaches.























Figure 9. Comparison of the performance between the conventional DS beamforming, CS and the proposed JBCS ap-
proaches in terms of the average TCR of the formed images.
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